My name is Manuel Martinez, residing in the City of Keizer, Oregon.
This Bill HB 2543, the second time around is similar to others in the past to eliminate the 2nd Amendment from our Constitution. HB
2543 is still dancing with Fraud as is define In Webster's Dictionary. I would like someone from Judiciary Committee to address or
clarify this issue. I believe the definition addressed by the mentioned Dictionary, match properly with what I refer in this Bill which is
a fraudulent Legislation. Attacking our Constitution for the purpose to disarm the citizenry , not for protection neither safety as
insinuating.
I have no statistics neither averages nor other work, as many submitted. Bear arms, mentioned in the 2nd Amendment refer to
"Freedom", a God given Right at birth. No man nor woman or group of them has the authority to suppress such Riight. No political
group, right or left has NO AUTORIZATION TO DISARM OR PROHIBITED A LAW ABIDING CITIZEN TO ASK PERMISSION TO
BEAR ARMS. Such action I considered a violation of the USA Constitution promulgated by our Founding Fathers which gave us
the Independence in 1776 and the "FREEDOM", some of you are trashing. Legislatingte this piece of bufonaria is unacceptable. It
is opening the doors to converting this precious Land into a Land of vassalage. Lets not trade Freedom for the infamous tentacles
Socialism/Communism of Marxism. Why can you Legislate to allow Law Enforcement personnel to do their properly adequate job,
instead to intimidate them as been abusers accusing of malintention? Political personnel allow the Antifas movement to destroy
America, qualify them as peaceful protesters, celebrating their vandalism. Politicians refuse to exercise justice. The nowadays,
political personnel wanted to convert this Nation of Law and prestige into a cesspool of misery, pain and death, named Marxism.
Reason you can see, I call this HB 2543 a FRAUD. Read my article which I turn in this hearing "Disarming America by Fraud". This
Bill, HB 2543 is an assault to .Humanity and the God, given Rights.
Forget you not. "Freedom is a priceless jewel, once lost would take an unparalleled amount of martyrdom to seek its return; leaving
behind a trail of Patriots blood defending the Liberties and Rights you are today enjoying"

